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Â Â Â Â Why are prominent doctors, quantum physicists, and researchers all over the world
interested in the seemingly chance encounter that Dr. Eric Pearl had with one of his patients? What
was it about that encounter that would not only radically accelerate the trajectory of his life, but
ultimately affect the lives of millions . . . and will most likely profoundly affect your life as well? What
is this phenomenon?Â Â Â Â In his international bestseller, The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal
Yourself, Dr. Pearl taught readers how to access and tap into a comprehensive spectrum of energy,
light, and information previously inaccessible to anyone, anywhere. In doing so, he allowed us to
entirely transcend complex energy-healing â€œtechniquesâ€• and bring about dramatic, often
instantaneous, lifelong healings and life transformations!Â Â Â Â Since then, the world has
clamored for Ericâ€™s second book. His response? When I have something else to say. Today Dr.
Pearl, in collaboration with Frederick Ponzlov, indeed has something else to say.Â Â Â Â You might
have to reconsider everything youâ€™ve read up until now about healing, consciousness, and our
four-dimensional existence here on Earth. As guided by the spirit of Solomon, an extradimensional
intelligence that speaks through Frederick, experience firsthand the insights imparted during the
evolution of this unique transmodality known today as Reconnective Healing. Now you can discover
these insights and apply them to your lifeâ€”insights that have revolutionized the healing world and
given us the key to access the immense power that we each have within our lives. Solomon speaks.
...
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Three generations, sitting around a table, reading aloud from a book...laughing. How often do you
see this in the days of technology, isolation and everything "i"? Well, Solomon Speaks: on
reconnecting your life by Dr. Eric Pearl and Frederick Ponzlov had my family doing just that. Even
before we hit Chapter 1.And that's the other oddity about this book. I'm not into prologues. Hardly
ever even glance at them. I'm a jump-in-with-both-feet kinda reader, who usually skips the first few
chapters to delve right into the heart of a book.So, here we were, three generations of us, reading
about Eric and Fred....and laughing. And then we hit Chapter 1. A vastly different energy fell over
the room. One of reverence, befitting the deep wisdom imparted by Solomon, the entity (or group of
entities) channeled through Frederick Ponzlov. Yes, despite Eric and Fred's lively storytelling talent,
they allow Solomon to "speak" in his own pure words. Now, I love channelled works, so I'm a bit
biased on this...but this had to be a hard call for Fred and Eric...make it pure or make it funny.In the
end, it's the message that matters most. And the message is both timely and applicable to all. He
starts out with a general knowledge, speaking of quieting the mind, tapping into intuition, expanding
focus to a wider perspective and reaching for the highest energies possible in each
moment.Although the premise is to tap into the energy healer within each of us, even if that isn't
your thing, the words of themselves bring healing. Lifting our perspective from the duality of
third-dimensional living to the Universal Truths beyond.
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